Announcement of the Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Subject: Privacy Policy

In order to establish trust among customers or general public using electronics transaction services of the Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization) or GIT, the institute has specified policies and codes of practice regarding personal information protection as follows:

1. Scope of Personal Data Collection
   GIT uses legitimate and fair methods to gather users’ personal information exclusively to the extent necessary to provide electronics transaction services in accordance with GIT’s objectives specified by law.

2. Purposes of Personal Data Collection
   GIT gathers and retains users’ personal data for GIT’s operations according to its missions, which are in compliance with its responsibilities and objectives as stated by law. GIT ensures accuracy, completeness, and recentness of information collected.

3. Limitation of Sharing and Utilizing Personal Information
   GIT shall not disclose collected or retained personal information to any individual or third party entity without consent of the owner of such information.

4. Information Security
   GIT has established proper security measures for personal information in accordance with GIT’s policies on information security management to protect personal data from being lost, damaged, modified, altered, or disclosed without permission.

   GIT shall feature this privacy policy on https://www.git.or.th, GIT’s official website.

6. Responsibilities of Personnel in Charge of Personal Information Control
   GIT has specified that its officers responsible for monitoring, collecting, utilizing, and disclosing users’ personal data must strictly perform according to this privacy policy.
7. Log Files

To conform with the Computer-related Crime Act B.E. 2550 (2007) and the Computer-related Crime Act (No.2) B.E. 2560 (2017), GIT’s website automatically collects access and exit logs, which can be linked to personally identifiable information, for instance, IP addresses, websites accessed and exited prior to and after, and browser types.
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